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ABSTRACT MARTINGALES IN BANACH SPACES

J. J. UHL, JR.

Abstract. The concept of martingale is generalized from prob-

ability theory to the setting of Banach spaces. Convergent martin-

gales are characterized. An application to a Radon-Nikodym

theorem for vector measures is given.

1. Abstract martingales. Let Zbea Banach space and {Er, r£/}

be a uniformly bounded net of continuous linear projections of X

into itself satisfying ETET1 = ETlET = ETi for t^tj£F A net {xT,

rEI]EX indexed by the same directed set / will be called an ab-

stract martingale and denoted by {xT, ET, tEI} if ET1(xTi) =XT1 lor

Ti, T2EI, Tx=Ti- Clearly abstract martingales are generalizations of

the martingales of probability theory [2], [5], and [8]. On the other

hand there are many examples of abstract martingales which do not

arise as martingales in the sense of probability theory (see [3, pp. 426-

427]). The purpose of this note is to characterize strongly convergent

abstract martingales and to indicate briefly some applications includ-

ing a new Radon-Nikodym theorem for vector valued measures.

Theorem 1. Let [xT, ET, t£2J be an abstract martingale in a

Banach space X. Then {xT, ET, tEI} is strongly convergent (i.e. limTxr

exists strongly in X) if and only if there exists a weakly compact set

KEX such that for each e>0 there exists a re£7 such that t£7, t^t,

implies xTEK+eU (= {k + eu:kEK, uEU}) where Uis the open unit

ball of X.

Proof. The necessity is immediate: let K=* {limT xr}. Then

\xT, t£2j is eventually in K+eU for every choice of e. To prove the

sufficiency of the condition, let K be as in the hypothesis and select

{r„} C2" by choosing ri such thatr^Ti implies xr£2£+ £7 and tb 2î tb_i

such that xr£2£+(l/re) U for T^Tn. Now for each t£J, choose zr

according to the following criteria:

(i) if T^Tn for all re, then xr£2£ and zr is taken to be xr;

(ii) if T^r„0 and it is not the case that t^t„0+i, choose zTEK such

that ||zr—xT|| <l/w0;

(iii) if there exists no « such that T^rn, choose z,EK arbitrarily.
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Now consider the net \zT, tEI} EK. Since K is weakly compact,

there exists a subnet \za, ctEA} of (zT, rEl} converging weakly

to some point xEK. Now let/: A—*I be a function which guarantees

that [za, aEA} is a subnet of {zT, t£7] [6, p. 70] and define

{xa, a£ij by xa=X/(a). Then [xa, olEA} is a subnet of {xT, r£7}

and ||x„—za|| =||x/(a)—z/(a)||. Moreover if x*EX*, the space of

bounded linear functionals on X, one has

lim | x*(xa — *) I   á hm I x*(xa — za) |  + lim | x*(za — x) |
a a a

II        II 1
^ ||x*|| lim-h 0 = 0.

n      »

Hence lim„ x„=x weakly in X. Also since {xa, aEA } is a subnet of

{xT, rEl}, xT = lima Er(xa) strongly for all t£7. Accordingly if t£7

and x*EX*,

x*(xT — Er(x)) = x*(Fr(xr — x)) = lim x*£r(x„ — xa) = 0,

a

since limaxa = x weakly and xT = lim„£r(x„) strongly. Hence xr

= £r(x) for all tG7.

Finally it will be shown that lim, xT=x strongly in X. Let

M= {zEX: ETiz)=z for some t£7}. The facts that 7 is directed

and that ETET1 = ETlEr = ET1 for tSïti ensure that 717 is a linear mani-

fold in X. But, since lim„ xa = x weakly and {x„j EM, xGweak clo-

sure of M and therefore to the strong closure of the linear manifold M.

Now let P = supr \\ET\\ and «>0 be given. Choose yEM such that

||x — y\\ <e/P-l-l. Selecting t0ET such that 7iT0(y) =y, one finds that

for  Tsgro,   ETiy)=y  since   ET(y) =ErETAy) =£T„(y) =y.   Hence   for

\\xT - x\\ = \\EAx) - x|| ^ ||Fr(x) - rvj| + \\y - 4

= \\EAx - y)\\ + \\y - x\\ < Pe/iP + 1) + e/(P + 1) - «.

Q.E.D.

A considerable shortening of the proof of Theorem 1 results in

Corollary 2. An abstract martingale is strongly convergent if and

only if it is weakly convergent.

Also immediate is

Corollary 3. An abstract martingale in a reflexive Banach space is

convergent if and only if it is bounded.
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2. Applications to martingales and integral representation of

vector measures. If X is a reflexive Banach space, and (ß, 2, p) is

a finite measure space, Scalora and Chatterji have shown that a

martingale {/„, Bn] in 2>(ß, 2, p, X) ( = LP(X)) converges for

l<£<a> if and only if {/„, B„\ is bounded [2, Theorem 3]. Since

the spaces LP(X) (l<£<co) are reflexive, for reflexive X, Corollary

3 contains this result as a special case. In the case p = \, Chatterji

and Scalora prove that a martingale {/„, Bn\ in L1(X) is convergent

if it is bounded and uniformly integrable for reflexive Banach spaces

X. But, as Chatterji points out [2, p. 145], this assumption guaran-

tees that {/„, Bn] lies in a weakly compact subset of L'(X). Thus

Theorem 1 and its corollary contain the full Chatterji-Scalora theo-

rem on mean convergence of martingales in LV(X) (1^£<=°). Of

course this theorem gives no direct information on almost sure con-

vergence of martingales. On the other hand such information is not

to be expected from a theorem of the nature of Theorem 1.

The connection between martingales and derivatives of set func-

tions is well known[8]. The final considerations of this note are de-

voted to that subject.

Let (ß, 2, p) be a finite measure space. A partition ir—{En\ is a

finite disjoint collection of sets in 2 such that UB En = ß. The collection

of partitions P becomes a directed set if one defines 7^^^ if EE^x

implies F is a union of members of 7T2- Now let F be a /u-continuous

countably additive set function defined on 2 with values in a Banach

space X. Define for each partition ic— {En\ the simple function

t-,  F (En)
^-E-T—x*,     (o/o) = o,

where %En is the indicator function of 2in£2. Then, as R0nnow [7]

has shown for the case p = i (the same argument holds for all p^i)

there exists /£2>(ß, 2, p, X) (l^p<») such that

F(E) =  |   fdp,       E E S, (Bochner)

if and only if the net {Fx, irEp} is a Cauchy net in 2>(ß, 2, p, X).

Now the projections ET defined on 2>(ß, S, p, X) for each partition

TT={En\ by

/   fdfl

Er(f)   -   Z   -^- X*.
p(E„)
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for fELp(fl, 2, p, X) are contractions satisfying £TEn = E,1ET = En

if ir^7Ti. Now, evidently if F is as above, then {FT, Er, tt£P} is an

abstract martingale in 7,p(fl, 2, p, X), combining these facts with

Theorem 1 results in the following general Radon-Nikodym theorem.

Theorem 4. Let (fl, 2, p) be a finite measure space and X be a Banach

space. Let F be a p-continuous countably additive X valued set function

defined on 2. Then there exists fELp(Q, 2, p, X) (1^£<°°) such that

F(E) =  f fdp,       E E 2,

if and only if there exists a weakly compact set KELp(ß, 2, p, X) with

the property that for each e<0 there exists a partition To such that tt^-tto

implies FTEK-\-eU where U is the open unit ball of 7>(fi, 2, p, X).
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